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Geographic variation in breast cancer mortality in the United States: a hypothesis involving exposure to solar radiation
FC Garland, CF Garland, ED Gorham, JF Young - Preventive medicine, 1990 - Elsevier
... Although a similar inverse association based on regional comparisons between sunlight and risk of colon cancer was shown ... B. Doll R. Environmental factors and cancer incidence and mortality in different countries, with special reference to dietary practices... Nutrition and cancer ...

Regional variations in dietary intake and body mass index of first-generation Asian-Indian immigrants in the United States
SS Jonnalagadda, SJ Dwain - Journal of the American Dietetic Association, 2002 - Elsevier

Hypertension prevalence and blood pressure levels in 6 European countries, Canada, and the United States
K Wolf-Maier, BS Cooper, JR Bangsnes, S Giampaoli ... - Jama, 2003 - jamanetwork.com
... Prevalence of hypertension in the US adult population, results from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1988 ... I. Kotchen T. Regional variations of blood pressure in the United States are associated with regional variations in dietary intakes... the ...
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